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Even if your soundbar uses only one volume for all its speakers, you can still boost sound levels
using these methods. If you use just two speakers, you can boost one to make the other louder, then
use an equalizer to level things out. With more speakers, its more complicated. You can increase or
decrease the volume of certain speakers using an equalizer plugin. The easiest way is to go through
your volume settings. Most streaming services have their own volume settings for the player, and if
you can find those, you can make the two match. So if the streaming service has its volume at 50%,
then when you increase your soundbar volume, make it go to a maximum of 100% - otherwise, your
speakers will sound really loud. (If your stream volume is at 100%, and your soundbar volume is on
50% or whatever, the other speakers might still be quieter than normal.) If the two volume levels
dont match, or are too different from one another, you should probably leave your soundbar at its
maximum volume, and boost the streaming services volume all the way up. If you arent comfortable
doing that, then you can also use an equalizer plugin to boost the sound of the speakers during the
times when you want to listen to a movie. If you just want to try some ways to level out the volume,
consider using Echo Nest. Of course, this is a temporary solution - you still have to deal with your
speakers. Its especially true if you want your speakers to play quieter than other speakers, like if you
have a bedroom with a TV hooked up to a surround system. You can also check out our guide to
controlling volume levels (and recording volumes).
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